2022 NOMINATION FOR IHMM BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Please ensure that you are using the latest version of Adobe Reader to fill out this form.
For terms beginning January 1, 2023 IHMM’s Board has three [3] positions available. One representing the CDGP credential, one for the CSHM, and one At-Large that may come from the CHMM, CHMP, CDGP, CSHM, or CSMP credential holders.

Self-nomination is acceptable.

Name of Nominee: Ivan Schmelczer

Certification number: 00242

What IHMM certification(s) does the nominee hold?

☑ CDGP  ☐ CSHM  ☐ AT-LARGE [May be a CHMM, CHMP, CSHM, CSMP, or CDGP]

Has the nominee been contacted to confirm their willingness to serve? (Check one) ☑ Yes ☐ No

Nominee’s E-mail: schmelczer.ivan@gmail.com

Nominee’s Daytime Phone: +36703115555

Nominee’s Position Title and Industry/Professional Sector: Instructor, consultant/training sector

Nominee’s Employer: Trans-DGT Central Europe s.r.o., Trans-DGT Hungary Kft.

Nominee’s Work Address: Baross utca 10., 4029 Debrecen, Hungary

NOTE: This information will be made public so take care with what you print above.

This form must be signed to be considered complete. Electronic signatures are acceptable and encouraged. If you cannot sign or otherwise fill out the form electronically, please print and scan a completed and signed version of the form for submission.

By submitting this form, I acknowledge that all information required by this form (entered here or otherwise submitted) is deemed to be a part of this nomination. I attest to the truthfulness of all information submitted.

Nominator’s Signature: Ivan Schmelczer  Date: August 26, 2022

Please inform the nominee of your nomination before submitting the form.

Nominator’s Name: Ivan Schmelczer (self-nomine)Certificate#: 00242

E-mail address: schmelczer.ivan@gmail.com  Daytime Phone: +36703115555
NOMINEE QUALIFICATIONS

Please describe below the reasons you think the nominee would make a good IHMM Board Member. Include anything that highlights the individual's qualifications, such as service on standards committees, volunteer service or leadership positions in other organizations, etc.

Ivan Schmelczer takes part in UN Meetings related to dangerous goods transportation. He is a board member of the BADGP (British Association of Dangerous Goods Professionals), and chairman of the H-DGP (Hungarian Association of Dangerous Goods Transportations Instructors and Safety Advisers). He does consultancy and training work for governments, inspector bodies, companies. He is an instructor and consultant of the IRU (International Road Transport Union).

Please describe below what the nominee hopes to accomplish as a Board Member at IHMM. This could include policy or project proposals, leadership in certain areas, or other contributions the nominee sees him or herself making in the governance of the Institute.

He has wide-spread knowledge in DG transportation and cargo transportation topic. He has 19 years experience in this area. He has good reputation worldwide. He can take part in developing the CDGP market in Europe and the Middle East area.

Please describe below any civil or criminal litigation, state or federal agency enforcement actions, or other governmental or quasi-governmental enforcement actions taken against you or with which you have been involved. Include the nature of the action and your role in it either specifically against you as an individual or against a board or committee of which you were a part.

Nothing relates to this block.

With this form, please submit a current resume (five-page maximum) including education, work experience and professional affiliations.

In addition, please submit a half-page bio summarizing job history and education. In signing then submitting this form you are also agreeing to an IHMM Nominating Committee background check as a further condition of being considered to serve on the IHMM Board.

Please submit the completed nominations form to Eugene A. Guilford, Jr., Staff Liaison to the IHMM Nominating Committee, at ggulford@ihmm.org.
**BIography**

**Personal information, education**

My name is Iván Sándor Schmelczer, I am 43 years old. My professions are Medical Doctor, Molecular Biologist MSc, and Professional Translator MSc. I have been dealing with dangerous goods transport since 2003. I train drivers and safety advisers and I organize exams for them. I prepare training and examination materials. I have been a COSTHA member since 2017. I take part in the UN Sub-Committee of Experts on TDG as a technical consultant of the COSTHA. I work as a consultant and instructor at the IRU (International Road Transport Union).

I have been a board member if the BADGP (British Association of Dangerous Goods Professionals) since 2021. I am responsible for the rail transport at the BADGP. I have been the chairman of the H-DGP (Hungarian Association of Dangerous Goods Transportation Instructors and Safety Advisers) since 2021.

**Certificates**

At the end of 2017 I passed the IHMM’s CDGP exam as a crown of my multimodal qualifications. I started my trainings at IATA in 2015. I passed the Cat 6, the instructor courses, the lithium batteries, and infectious substances course as well. I passed the Cargo Skills and Procedures course to get my knowledge involved into the cargo area. In 2016, I passed an IATA course for aircraft accident investigation. I passed a course for inspectors and auditors to learn the theoretical background of these topics. Since I passed all may IATA exams with distinction, I received the CTP and ACP designations in 2015. I passed an IMDG Advanced exam in 2017. I passed my DGS exams for road (ADR), rail (RID) and inland waterways (ADN), and my certificate is valid for all classes. I have been a qualified trainer of ADR since 2005. I passed a course for Canadian TDG in 2021. I passed courses for 49-CFR and Mexican NOMs in 2022. I do refresher exams for the above-mentioned certificates biennially.

**Job history**

I have a company group in two countries: Trans-DGT Central Europe in Czech Republic and Trans-DGT Hungary in Hungary. In these companies I organize trainings and exams in DG transport, and I do consultation service. My company is one of the four companies in Hungary that deals with DGSA training and the only one in the region that deals with IATA and IMDG courses. The Czech company is in partnership with the IRU. By this partnership, I do training and consultancy work in the Middle East and Central Asian countries.
Ivan Schmelczer
MD, MSc (biol), CTP, ACP, DGSA, CDGP

Personal information

Name at birth: Iván Sándor Schmelczer
Place of birth: Kazincbarcika, Hungary
Date of birth: May 25, 1979
Gender: male
Nationality: Hungarian
Marital status: married (with child)
Address: Ibolya utca 41., H-4138 Komádi, Hungary
Phone: +36-70-3115555
E-mail: schmelczer.ivan@gmail.com, schmelczer.ivan@trans-dgt.com

Education

- University degrees
  - 2016: English-Hungarian Qualified Translator – spec. Natural Sciences (University of Debrecen, HU)
  - 2012: Molecular Biologist, MSc – spec. Genetics (University of Debrecen, HU)
  - 2008: General Medicine (University of Debrecen, HU; University of Oradea, RO)
- Secondary School
  - 1997: School-leaving exam (Földes Ferenc Secondary Grammar School, Miskolc, HU)

Experiences

- Professions in Transport Studies
  - CPC Examiner (2018)
  - Driving Examiner (2016)
  - ADR Examiner (2014)
  - Simulator Instructor (2009)
  - CPC Instructor (2009)
  - Driving School Manager (2008)
  - ADR Instructor (2005)
  - Driving Instructor (2004)
• Professions in Transport of Dangerous Goods
  o US DOT 49 CFR (2022)
  o MExican NOMs (2022)
  o TDG Canadian Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act and Regulations (2021)
  o IMDG instructor (2017, 2019, 2021)
  o Pirotechnician (2013)
  o Radiation protection Exam – Comprehensive Level (2012, 2016, 2021)
  o Seveso (Industrial Protection) administrator (2011)
  o DGSA – Dangerous Goods Safety Adviser
    ▪ Class 1, 7 (2011, 2014, 2018)
• IATA Certificates
  o Dangerous Goods Instructional Techniques for Categories 4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12 (2015)
  o Shipping Lithium Batteries by Air (2015, 2017)
  o Train the Trainer – Advanced (2015)
  o Professional Skills for DGR Instructors – Categories 1,2,3,6 (2015, 2017)
  o Cargo Skills and Procedures (2015)
  o Infectious Substance Transport (2015)
  o IATA Dangerous Good Regulations Professional Diploma (2015)
  o Aircraft Accident Investigation (2016)
  o IATA DGR for Inspectors and Auditors (2016)
• IATA Professional Designations
  o Certified Training Professional, CTP (2015)
  o Air Cargo Professional, ACP (2015)
• ICAO Certificate
• IHMM Certification
  o Certified Dangerous Goods Professional, CDGP (2017, #00242)
• Professions in Road Transport
  o Manager of oversized transports (2011)
  o Manager of passanger transport by taxi (2010)
  o Manager of passanger transport by bus (2009, 2019)
  o Freight logistician (2009, 2019)
• Crane and instrument operation licences
  o Energy transmitting machine operator (2019)
  o Road construction and maintenance machine operator (2018)
  o Trash collecting and recycling machine operator (2016)
  o Forklift operator (2013)
  o Operator of geowork, loading and transport machines (2013)
  o Lifting crane oprator (2013)
Operator of building-material producing machines (2013)
- Agricultural machine operator (tractor) (2009)
- Agricultural machine operator (harvester) (2009)
- Agricultural machine operator (agricultural and forestry loading machine) (2009)
- Heavy crane operator (2008)
- Light crane operator (2008)

Medical professions
- Specialization in treatment of radiation injuries and accidents (2011)
- BLS/AED (Basic Life Support/Automated External Defibrillator) instructor (2006)
- Specialization in Microsurgery (2006)
- Specialization in Laparoscopic Surgery (2006)

Workplaces
- 2020-: International Road Transport Union (IRU), ADR and CPC expert
- 2017-2019: County government office: Examiner in transport studies
- 2017-2019: Trans-DGT International LLC (Chicago, IL); general manager
- 2017-2019: Trans-DGT UK Ltd. (England); general manager
- 2017-: Trans-DGT Central Europe s.r.o. (Czech Republic); general manager
- 2016-: Trans-DGT Hungary Kft.; general manager
- 2014-2021: Bihari Regionális Oktatási Kft. (a transport education company in Hungary); general manager
- 2008-2017: MZS Healthy line s.r.o. (an educational company in Czech Republic); general manager
- 2002-: Kazincbarcikai Regionális Mentő Alapítvány (an ambulance foundation in Hungary); founder
- 2000- 2014: external lecturer (University of Debrecen)
  Lectured subjects (in Hungarian and in English): Genetics, Biochemistry, Basic Surgical Techniques, Emergency Medicine
  Producing training and exam materials

Professional experience in transport studies

2004-:
  Driving Instructor
  - theoretical: A, B, C, CE, D, TR categories
  - practical: A, B, C, CE, D, TR categories
  - technical
  Instructor of specialized driving
  - CPC, ADR, Oversized
2009-:
  Driving School Manager
2009-:
  Instructor of Radiation Protection
2014-:
  Examiner of driving
Professional experience in Medicine as a caritative work

- 2009-2011: Hungarian Reformed Church Aid: leader of disaster response team
- 2007-2009: Baptist Church Aid: ambulance service for homeless people

Medical missions

- 2011: Fukushima, Japan
- 2010: Port-au-Prince, Haiti
- 2009: Pol-e-Khomri, Afghanistan

Invited researcher journeys

- 2005: Chiba University, Japan
- 2001: Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

Language knowledge

- Hungarian: native
- English: advanced level, qualified translator
- German: intermediate level

Membership

- COSTHA (Council of Safe Transportation of Hazardous Articles)
  - Representative at UN meetings
- DGTA (Dangerous Goods Trainers Association)
- AHMP (Alliance of Hazardous Materials Professionals)
- SCHC (Society of Chemical Hazard Communication)
- BADGP (British Association of Dangerous Goods Professionals)
  - RID Working Group
  - Committee Member
- H-DGP (Hungarian Association of Instructors and Safety Advisers on Transport of Dangerous Goods)
  - Chairman